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GUIDED TOUR OF LONDON’S AIR AMBULANCE,  
Royal London Hospital, Whitechapel Road, LONDON E1 1BB 

Monday 15 September 2014 - 5.45 for 6.00 pm 
 
 
Founded in 1989, London’s Air Ambulance is the charity which delivers an advanced trauma 
doctor and paramedic to critically injured people in London.   The charity has one team and 
one helicopter, serving the 10 million people who live, work and commute within the M25 and 
works to save the lives of patients in their hour of most need, when they are so critically 
injured that there is a real chance that they will die from their injuries without the highest level 
of immediate care.   Sadly, this could happen to any of us at any time as we go about our 
daily lives in the Capital. 
 
Based on the roof at the Royal London Hospital, the Air Ambulance operates 24/7, with a 
helicopter attending emergencies in daylight hours, and rapid response cars taking over at 
night or in adverse weather conditions.   In early 2012,  the Air Ambulance became the first air 
ambulance in the UK to carry blood and administer blood transfusion on scene to critically 
injured people suffering from catastrophic bleeding. 
 
We shall meet the operating team and go into the control centre – but obviously, if there is an 
emergency during our visit, you will appreciate that the details may have to change at the last 
minute.   They will do their best in these circumstances, however, to ensure that we still see 
as much as possible. 
 
Following the tour, we shall go to the private eating area at Tayyabs, a family owned and run 
restaurant serving Punjabi cuisine, where we shall have a private room. 
 
For obvious reasons, there are restricted numbers on this tour, as only 15 of our people at a 
time can be on the helipad.   However, the organisers have kindly agreed to run two tours 
during the evening. 
 
This promises to be a fascinating evening, showing interest in and supporting the work of a 
very special organisation, and we look forward to your joining us. 
 
 
 
Monday 15 September 2014        YES / NO 
Tour of London Air Ambulance - £35.00 – to include 2-course supper and wine 
 
 
NAME  ________________________________________       TELEPHONE _____________ 
 
ADDRESS  ________________________________________________________________ 
 
email     ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
NAMES OF GUEST/S ________________________________________________________ 
 
To Honorary Secretary BSWC:  please send me  _____ tickets @ £35.00 Total  £_________ 
(cheque made payable to Broad Street Ward Club)                                      
 
or by BACS – HSBC Sort Code 40-05-30  Account  Number  61411063, in the name of  Broad Street Ward Club, 
We shall be grateful if you will mark your transfer “Air Ambulance” and send confirmation of transfer and details as 
above by email or post..    
 
No tickets will be issued but, if requested, confirmation of booking will be sent by email 


